
 
 

 
Fiery Pro Vehicle Outline for Automotive Wraps Adds 
Popular 2024 American and European Vehicle Models 

 
Fremont, California. February 29, 2024. Fiery, LLC, the largest independent provider of 
digital front ends (DFEs) and workflow software, has expanded its vehicle wrap template 
service to include the most in-demand 2024 vehicle models. Pro Vehicle Outline (PVO) now 
features the latest 2024 car template collection from a diverse range of American and 
European manufacturers, including Ford, General Motors, Tesla, Volkswagen, Peugeot, 
Mercedes-Benz, Renault and Dacia, among others.  
 
“The vehicle wrap industry is experiencing a boom across the globe, and PVO makes it easier 
for designers and installers to create high-quality, customized wraps and branding for the 
most popular 2024 models of cars, trucks, SUVs, trailers, vans, and specialty vehicles,” said 
John Henze, Vice President, Sales and Marketing, Fiery. “By offering the most extensive 
collection of templates and tools to automate business operations, PVO is an indispensable 
production tool that helps customers grow their businesses while driving profitability.” 
 
PVO templates have been integral to the vehicle graphics industry for over 30 years. Used to 
design, present, produce, and install graphics that include full and partial wraps, lettering, 
decals, and striping, designers and installers around the world rely on the precision of the 
hand-measured, carefully photographed, and meticulously created templates for all their 
projects. PVO also offers tools to help streamline vehicle wrap quotes and projects. PVO 
WrapUP is a dynamic software service designed to simplify the creation of customer-ready 
price quotes and provide accurate vehicle square footage calculations for wraps. 
 
“Each year, we expand PVO’s template collection with new makes and models and now have 
a library of 19,500 templates. The addition of vehicles from manufacturers like Volkswagen, 
Peugeot, Renault, and others demonstrates our commitment to meeting the specific needs of 
the European automotive wrap industry,” continues Henze.  
 
“I started using Pro Vehicle Outlines in 2005 and have not looked back. PVO templates stand 
out for their unmatched detail and accuracy, crucial in an industry where even minor errors 
can lead to significant financial setbacks. No other template service I’ve seen meets PVO’s 
precision. PVO templates pay for themselves instantly,” said Daniel P. Nava, owner of Travel 
Wraps Graphics and IBOW Training.   
  
“I integrate PVO into my vehicle wrap design school with full assurance that my students 
benefit from top-quality templates. The expansion of PVO into the European market allows 
more markets to experience the same excellence in vehicle wrap design that I have enjoyed 
for many years," continued Nava. 

http://www.fiery.com/
https://ibowtraining.com/


 
Fiery will showcase PVO at ISA International Sign Expo 2024 in booth 1513, April 10-12 in 
Orlando, Florida. 
 
For more information on PVO, visit https://www.provehicleoutlines.com. 
 
About Fiery LLC 
Fiery, LLC is the leading provider of digital front ends (DFEs) and workflow solutions for the 
growing industrial and graphic arts print industries. With a customer base that includes over 2 
million DFEs sold globally, the company offers innovative software and cloud-based 
technologies that deliver fast performance, stunning color, and exceptional print quality 
across a broad range of production printing devices. 
 
Fiery DFEs are installed in a diverse range of industry segments, including commercial print, 
packaging, signs and display graphics, ceramics, building materials, textiles and other 
specialty applications. With over 30 years of excellent support and service, Fiery has built an 
unmatched community of customers, dealers and partners. 
 
### 
 
Fiery is a registered trademarks of Fiery, LLC in the U.S. and/or certain other countries. All other terms and product 
names may be trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective owners and are hereby acknowledged.   

 
Nothing herein should be construed as a warranty in addition to the express warranty statements provided with 
Fiery products and services.  
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